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Major steps in design

• Select a model

• Derive the information matrix of a single observation

• Define utility function

• Select a penalty (cost) function

• Select a criterion of optimality

• Analyze prior information, get guesstimates

• Compute locally optimal designs – they are our benchmarks

• Build more “practical” designs and compare them with the 
benchmarks
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Thanks to Peter Ho and Alka Preston

Often (both for reporting and analysis):

Y = 1 if CR or PR, otherwise Y = 0.

Efficacy

Measurements and Reported End-Points



Toxicity
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Typical study

Placebo Treatment

Any SAE 30% 70%

Diarrhea 0 8%

Cardiac disorders 2% 2%

Nausea/Vomiting 5% / 3% 10% / 10%

Anemia 3% 5%

Hepatotoxicity 3% 10%

Blood and lymphatic system 4% 6%

Gastrointestinal 2% 4%

Hypertension 3% 12%

Metabolism and nutrition 
disorders

5% 8%

Y = 1, if there is any SAE, Y = 0 otherwise

Measurements and Reported End-Points



Dichotomized analysis and reporting
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Probit model
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More about probit model can be found in:



Typical dose-response settings
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p1.

p10

p.1

p10

Responses and reported end-

point are dichotomized

Responses are continuous, reported 

end-point is dichotomized

Dragalin. V., and Fedorov V. (2006) J. Stat.Plann. Inf, 136, 1800-1823. Fedorov V., Wu Y. (2007) JBS 17:1085–1096.



Estimation of the best dose with and without dichotomization
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Simulation results for two stage D-optimal designs



Responses of different types
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Elemental information matrix

• µ(ϑ) =
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Elemental information matrix

• µ(ϑ) =

11
Tate R. The theory of correlation between two continuous variables when one is 

dichotomized. Biometrika, 1955; 42: 205-216.
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Information matrix of a single observation I
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Information matrix of a single observation II
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Note that dim µ (ϑ) = 4x4,  dim µ(ϴ) = (m1+m2+2)x(m1+m2+2)



Utility and penalty

• Our utility function is the mean efficacy 
multiplied by the probability of no-toxicity:

• Penalty

where
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Population, sample, patient

Targeted population

Sample

Patient

Cost/penalty averaged across a sample:
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Main optimization problem

Optimal design:

Equivalently:



The same but with “prior” information
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Optimal design:

Equivalently:
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Basic “design” formulae

Necessary and sufficient conditions (D-criterion):

First order algorithm (D-criterion)

Step forward:

Step backward:

Note. If there is a prior information then use:



Numerical construction of D-optimal design

• Step N + : add more observations to the dose (design point) 
where the variance of the estimated response divided by the 
penalty function is maximal, i.e. place more observation 
where the knowledge about response standardized by penalty 
is worst

• Step N - : remove observations from the dose (design point) 
where the variance of the estimated response divided by the 
penalty function is minimal, i.e. exclude observations from 
design points where the knowledge about response 
standardized by penalty is better than in any other design 
point
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Note: Replace “variance of the estimated response” by “sensitivity function” 

in general case.



Two stage design

• Original optimization problem:

• Continuous approximation:

• Sensitivity function:

• In practice the second stage is optimized with the “plugged 
in” estimates of parameters. How to select π ?
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Comparison
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Comparison
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Selection of π
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Summary

• The use of a background (latent*) multivariate 
normal distribution allows to build models containing 
correlated responses of various types

• The traditional eight step dance can be routinely 
performed

• Two stage experiments often yield  more information 
than fully adaptive ones. Operationally/logistically 
they are always superior. 
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* http://videolectures.net/slsfs05_titterington_salsa/

http://videolectures.net/slsfs05_titterington_salsa/
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